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Abstract
This article deals with special using of the knowledge systems as leader or very important assistant for solving of problems
during extreme situations. The knowledge system is not only system with much information, but we can use it like active
system that takes over part of mechanical activities during solving of extreme problems.
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1. Introduction
The knowledge system term is an older and common term
from branch of artificial intelligence. One of the prime
knowledge system was probably encyclopaedic dictionary.
The knowledge was arranged in alphabetic order and in the
end was mentioned other references to similar terms. The
more advance sum of knowledge was e.g. some kind of
determination keys. These keys guided users to find of the
answer on their questions, it was e.g. plant determination
key etc. The nowadays these systems are more sophisticated. They can be in various forms, from relatively simply
and common forms like internet browser through data
stores with special processes and instruments for design
and maintenance of the documentation up to special diagnostics expert systems with special knowledge, e.g. medical Mycin (decision support system developed by Stanford
University) or geologists (Prospector) [6] and other expert
systems.
2. Differences among computer program, knowledge
system and expert system
The computer program is commonly designed so that it
transforms some input data to output data by means of algorithms. These algorithms are programmed in certain
programming language. The knowledge in that program is
coded implicitly by the programmer. We cannot see this
formula exactly like is written on paper. Programs can
solve not more complex problems because complex problems mean complex program and more mistakes this is
logical and its removing may be very time consuming. The
first knowledge systems were designed like computer programs.
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The knowledge system serves to collecting knowledge,
their unification ordering and integration. The knowledge
are stored and expanded by the knowledge system and that
system makes knowledge possible to share other people.
The knowledge system is the important adviser and serves
advancement of the decision process in the firms and that
one increases their competitiveness.
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The knowledge system consists of three main parts:
 set of rules that are valid in a branch of solving
problem,
 facts there are actual data for example measured
data present situation etc.,
 the last part is decision making that on the base of
facts choose some rule that is the best for solving
actual situation.
The result or proposal of the solving problem is passed
over to operator by means of interface (on a screen, printer,
etc.).
That system is opened and can be supplemented by other rules.

The expert system is a special kind of knowledge system
using the knowledge of specialists and the name that system is derived from these specialists – experts. There is not
strict definition of expert system but one of them is: “The
expert systems are computer programs that simulate decision – making of the expert during solving complicated
tasks using suitable coded and explicit express knowledge
that was adopted from expert to reach (achieve) so decision
– making like expert in solving field.” The development of
the expert systems had an aim to design something like
“instant expert” that can solve the most complicate tasks in
given branch. This optimistic opinion was supported by the
successes in 70th years where the diagnostic expert systems
were designed (Mycin, Prospector). These systems can
solve routine problems very successfully but in the field of
complicated problems their success was not so brilliant.
Besides the new questions appears like ethical and legal,
first of all was question of responsibility in case of some
mistake. For that reason the expert role of the expert system converted to role of colleague or assistant.
The problem of design of the expert systems is that the
systems cannot be designed as all-purpose, widely usable
and systems independent on solving problems. The experience during design leaded to design expert systems specialized just only for every category. The every problem
requires other knowledge representation and other inference mechanism for that reasons the most today’s expert
systems have special character and they are problem oriented systems.
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The basis of the expert system is knowledge system but
it is more complicated and it has more parts Fig.3. The
main three parts are the same and moreover it has another
three parts. The knowledge acquisition block serves to put
new knowledge (rules) into knowledge base. The other
very important part is explanation module its function is
explaining and reasoning a solution that was given by expert system. The last part of the expert system user interface communicates with operator by means of a screen or
printer.
The characteristics of the expert systems:
 The knowledge is separated from mechanism of
their using.
 They can decide in case of vagueness.

 They have ability to explain its solution.
Recently the differences between the terms of
knowledge systems and expert systems are negligible.
The expert systems are suitable for usage in systems
that separately decide and find a resolution and we know
the rules that were tell us by the experts in given profession
and the rules can lead to the right resolution during correct
process. The number of that rules is considerable extensive
and may be about hundreds. As example we can mention
complex technological processes that we can strictly describe, this is chess or practical application in industry
(chemistry, engineering etc.).
Generally, the expert systems are suitable for problems
that are relatively badly or not descripted, analyzed and
modeled. These problems do not solve by common converse of the input set to output set. These problems are
badly defined and have small rate of definiteness. The resolution requires knowledge, experience and intelligence
this is consultation with expert but expert time is expensive
and a number of experts is mostly insufficient.
3. Knowledge systems in complex situation
There are many situations in which the complex tasks are
very extensive and every second of problem solving can
cause vast expense of the property or of course can cause
death of people. That problem may be solved by means of
knowledge system with special proactive device. Let’s assume that the operator is on duty and must solve several
difficult problems, he has performed many operations to
prevent a big damages and he must inform many employees about an accident. The most firms and other organizations test and use system like a list of rules that are written
in thick book. The operator must learn these rules, he is
tested and during potential accident he must carry out corresponding actions as soon as possible. The operators are
trained on these actions but in extreme situations he can be
wrong for example during dialing. This mistake can cause
some delay for fire fighters and increase property damage
or it may cause injury (death) of more persons.
The solving of all these problems is to design top crisis
plan for evacuation of the people and rescue a maximum
things from danger zone. This plan is designed by specialists but during an accident the operator is alone and he has
not any chance (possibility) to ask for anything to the experts.
The readiness for action can be increased by modern
techniques. The modern mobile phones (mainly for old
people), could be equipped by SOS button that is set for
calling to chosen telephone number (typically family or
doctor). There is a plan to use this means in modern cars
where in case of an accident the system automatically calls
for help and reports its position for example in GPS coordinates, level of damage and many details about the event.
3.1. The eCall using
The eCall is system of the European Union. The first
presentation of this technology was in 2001. The system

intends to bring rapid assistance to the motorists involved
in collision. The system supposes its effect anywhere in the
European Union. The eCall device will be installed in all
vehicles and will automatically dial number 112 that is
a emergency call all around the Europe. The eCall system
normally idles but in case of an accident airbags and other
impact sensors give information about their activation and
eCall device automatically dials number 112. The sending
information contains: geographical position, movement
course and possibly number of passengers according to
safety belts that are fixed. This message is called MSD
(Minimum Set of Data). The message is accept by PSAP
(Public Safety Answering Point) and after processing is
information passed on other parts of the rescue system,
Fig, 4. Interval of system reaction is from 14 to 17 second.
The eCall is based on cellular phone and GPS (Galileo)
technology.
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The possibility of that system is wider. The eCall can
transmit more information and this additional data may be
used for commercial services like breakdown service, insurance companies, etc. Thereby the price of all that system will be decrease, Fig. 5.
The European Union assumes that the emergency services response time will be reduced about 50 % in the
countryside and about 40 % in built-up areas. Nowadays
the number of deceased in roads of the European Union is
35 000 per year and cost for treatment is about 160 milliard
Euros per year. The European Union assumes reduction of
the deceased about 2 500 persons and reduction of the
treatment cost about 20 milliards Euros per year.
The programme eCall is also supported by European
Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA) and other
interest groups of European car bus and truck manufacturers. The European Commission supposes that this project
will be fully functional in 2015 and will be install to every
cars produced in the European Union.

The guarding service can use these experiences in its
service. The objects that are guarded may be very wide and
the safety regulations are very extensive, too. The examples that were written above can be used in guarding service. The safety regulations could be inserted into
knowledge system. The PC can be replaced by iPods that
a guardian can carry for all duty. The response time or preparedness to carry out tasks of the duty will be decreased.
The classical knowledge system can enhance the quality of
that duty and increase its ability.
Every guarding service has some headquarters that perform regular inspections and watchman must report about
his operation and, of course, he must reports any problem.
The headquarters dispatch emergency unit to help during
problem solving. The speed of the arrival of this emergency unit is very important and it can affect a quick problem
solving. The faster arrival in this place the more effective
is elimination of accident. The example can be a fire case
in the protected building. It is evident that the speed of
firefighter arrival is a main factor in reduction of the damages or injury. The very important is protection of the documents with information that are secret these could be for
example military documents, patents, personal data and
others.
The watchman or guarding crew solving this accident,
(a watchman are trained for all duty problems, of course),
is under strong stress and can make a mistake.
The new technologies used in guarding services make
problem solving faster. The watchman must inform his

headquarters, service providers, fire fighter services, health
services, police or an owner. The contacts on these persons
and services is stored in a iPod memory together with messages and watchman do not need dial every telephone
number but the only one click he mail prepared messages.
The problem of this system is in police, military or important or secret parts of the state bureaucracy. The strict
requirements must be fulfilled. This guarding system must
be resistant to cybernetics attack for example and it must
have appropriate level of the secret. These additional demands make this system complicated and more expensive.
The telephone mobiles and other devices and software are
special and of course more expensive, too.
This service can be provided by means of many protocols. Nowadays the very popular is Session Invitation Protocol (SIP). [5]
5. Conclusion
The paper deals with the theoretical background of
knowledge systems in general context. There is also analysis of several well known systems and the experiences
from their usage are used for forecast of the future development.
Main attention is focused on possibility of knowledge
system implementation to the guarding systems. Ones are
characterized by very short time for reaction and stressing
environment for human operators. Expert system in this
domain could safe a time for reaction and thereby reduce
loses in the money, materials and lives.
The utilization of knowledge systems in guarding systems have a huge possibilities and eCall systems are first
wide utilization of these systems. Nowadays we perform
experiments with connection knowledge systems with Session Invitation Protocol (SIP). The big problems are with
concealment in military domain, because there are only
several companies that have certification for secured military systems. We believe that these problems will be overcome and big advantage of that system enables to move
guarding and rescuing services to qualitative higher level.
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